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Credit Memo Processing 
 
 

Receiving a Credit Memo 
 
If received by the department: 
For any vendor credit memo delivered directly to your UAMS department, ensure the purchase order number is 
on the credit memo. Sign the memo to show approval and send it to Accounts Payable, Slot 545.  Credits should 
not be used to reduce open invoices, including marking up an invoice to show the reduction. 
 
If received by Accounts Payable (AP): 
If any credit memo comes directly to AP, it is routed to the ordering department for the above review and 
approval.   
 
 

Processing a Credit in SAP 
 
Upon receipt of an approved credit memo in AP: 
 

1) Service orders (S orders): Credit is entered/applied against the purchase order given; no goods receipt is 
involved. 

 
2) Regular purchase orders:  

a. Those with goods receipt: AP sends to Procurement to reverse the goods receipt entry then AP 
enters the credit.  

b. Those without goods receipt:  If payment has been made for the line item, the credit is entered. 
 
 

Seeing the Credit in SAP 
 
When any credit is entered into SAP, you can immediately see the credit using transaction ME23N.   In the Item 
area, go to the Purchase Order History tab. You will see the reversal in the Goods Receipt area and the credit in 
the Invoice receipt area.  
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You may also use transaction FBL1N to see the applied credit, but this transaction is viewed by Vendor, not by 
department.   

 
 
When invoices greater than the amount of the credit pending in SAP are posted, a payment will be released to the 
vendor.  The remittance advice shows the invoices paid and the credits that were taken against specific purchase 
orders.   This does not mean that the invoice(s) paid on that particularly payment were shorted, but that previous 
outstanding credits were taken.  Invoices and credits stand alone. 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

1. To apply a credit, there must be an invoice for the item in SAP.  
2. The credit entered must be the exact amount of the item on the purchase order line. 
3. When the amount is reduced for things such as restock fees, etc., you will see where the credit was 

entered for the item amount, then a debit entered for the restock fee so that the reduced amount of the 
credit is taken in SAP.  The debit entry will have an explanation in the text field, titled, “Restocking 
Fee,” which also prints on the remittance advice. 

 
 
How do we take credits when there is no open purchase order or we no longer do business with that 
vendor?  
 
Accounts Payable requests a refund check.  When the refund check is received in AP, AP makes a SAP credit 
entry against the appropriate purchase order, which credits the departmental expense account.   
 
 
Important!!!  
 
The most important thing to remember about credit memos is to send it to AP immediately with the proper 
purchase order notation and signature approval so the credits can be entered into SAP.   If this is not done, 
unprocessed credits are subject to capture by the AP Recovery Auditors. 
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